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All the studies in urban railways gained importance with the requirement of developing in this 

area. However, not only technological development but also energy-saving conditions have great 

importance. One of these efficiency conditions is to know the optimum operating conditions. 

There are two electronic drive-warning systems. These warning systems are Driver Advisory 

System (DAS) and Automatic Train Operation (ATO), which are algorithm-based. To enrich 

these algorithms with meta-heuristic methods provides that it can be adapted to the changing 

operating conditions. Thus, flexible management can be achieved. 

In this study, the Particle Swarm meta-heuristic and Fmincon which is a nonlinear programming 

solver in MATLAB methods are used to calculate optimum driving speed, acceleration, cruising, 

coasting, and full braking times under different operating conditions. Comparative optimization 

results of these selected methods are presented. Thus, attention is drawn to the efficiency in 

driving technique with different optimization methods. Specific speed-specific driving time 

matches obtained can be used to develop innovative driving warning systems. 
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1. Introduction 

Using energy-efficient driving methods, it is thought that 

there is a 10% saving potential with considering all the 

traffic. Energy meters, of course, have much more accurate 

results than simulation consumption data, but sometimes it is 

not possible to take these measurements, especially when the 

train is still in the design phase, simulation is a great help.  

 It is known that both electronic driver-warning systems are 

successful to determine the optimum driving solution 

correctly. These are the Driver Advisory System (DAS) and 

Automatic Train Operation (ATO); It should be noted that it 

is a success because their algorithms are planned correctly. 

Algorithms are often determined on convergence and 

computation times, but it is recommended that many 

algorithms are used when solving a problem and the best 

solution is compared by comparing these methods since it 

provides convergence over optimum rather than only 

possible solutions. According to the efficient driving theory, 

it is known that saving electricity is very serious. This ratio 

is an investment-free productivity tool created by paying 

attention only to the driver of the vehicle, without any 

investment.  

The remarkable ones of the studies carried out to develop 

warning systems using metaheuristic methods are as follows: 

These studies [10, 11] focuses on minimizing energy 

consumption and traveling using the Indicator-Based 

Evolutionary Algorithm (IBEA). Another study [8] GA 

algorithm uses a Minimum-Allele-Reserve-Keeper (MARK) 

mutation scheme, to reduce processing time. Solution results 

use a cost function based on two parameters: schedule time 

and energy consumption. In [9], the search for an optimum 

speed profile, with energy consumption minimization, uses a 

GA together with an ANN. In [12] the authors present 

another example with GA: speed profile determination based 

on a multi-population GA. In [13] a PSO-based algorithm, 
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with a multi-objective function, was implemented to find the 

Pareto front for energy and trip time. In [14] the authors 

present an algorithm that is a combination between GA and 

SA, a so-called Genetic Simulated Annealing Algorithm. It 

outputs the speed, position and time vectors, and energy 

consumption of the obtained speed profile. Some stations of 

the Eskisehir light rail served for algorithm performance 

tests. 

The planning of this study: Energy Efficiency Driving 

Methods and their importance in rail systems; used 

applications in this area and an overview of the meta-

heuristic methods used to develop Energy Efficiency Driving 

Methods is given in the Introduction section. General 

information on driving regimes of vehicles and the 

importance of speed in energy consumption are given in 

Driving Regimes of Vehicles section. Particle Swarm is a 

meta-heuristic method and the theory of this method is given 

in the Particle Swarm Theory section. Minimizing the energy 

consumption speed must be minimized therefore speed 

minimization model is created aim of Particle Swarm 

Method. This part is given in the Proposed Model for Speed 

Optimization section. Lastly, the results, out comings, 

benefits of this study, and studies that can be handled in the 

future are handled in the Conclusion Section. 

2. Materials and Methods 

2.1. Driving regimes of vehicles 

Four driving regimes were identified based on traction and 

braking force values [1, 6]: 

Acceleration: At the beginning of the journey. It is the most 

power used phase. It takes from the start of the journey until 

cruising speed.  

Cruising: This regime is cruising which characterized by 

constant, so zero acceleration, and, consequently, constant 

speedy.  

Coasting: A coast phase must be added to the optimal speed 

profile to reduce energy consumption. Energy consumption 

is zero in this regime, because of no traction force is applied. 

All these regimes can be changed for energy minimization. 

Good choices for coasting points shorten traction regimes. 

However, it tends to increase journey time, which is 

constrained to schedule. So, the points in the journey where 

coasting should start and finish are very important ones in 

terms of minimizing energy consumption [7–9]. 

Full braking: After the coasting regime this regime starts. 

This phase is important because this regime uses the 

maximum available braking force. However, this regime's 

energy can be recovered as regenerative braking energy. 

An optimization problem can be defined to find the least 

energy consumption by changing all other parameters. Speed 

is of great importance in the energy consumption of trains. 

The reason for this is that the resistance of the train is a speed-

dependent parameter in the Davis Equation, which is found 

by empirical studies. However, if you decrease the speed too 

much to reduce energy consumption, you cannot travel at the 

desired time. 

 
Fig. 1. Driving regimes 

Blue: Covered distance in acceleration time 

Orange: Covered distance in cruising time 

Green: Covered distance in coasting time 

Purple: Covered distance in full braking time 

Some parameters cannot be changed here. These are X is the 

distance to cover; Vop is maximum speed and t4 is arrival 

time. Vfr also has restrictions. 

Davis Equation: 

𝐹𝑅𝐴𝑉2 + 𝐵𝑉 + 𝐶 (
𝑑𝑎𝑁

𝑡𝑜𝑛
)   (1) 

2.2. Particle swarm theory 

In a Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) there are two basic 

points. These are particles with random positions and speeds 

are initiated at size D. At the same time, Dimension D is also 

equal to the unknown number in the conformity function. 

Updating its generations is the purpose to find the best value. 

Each particle is updated according to the two “best” values at 

each iteration. There are two different best values. The first 

is the best value a particle has ever found. This value is 

particle best “pbest” and it is stored in memory for use when 

needed. The second-best value is the real best value that any 

particle in the swarm has ever achieved. This value called the 

global best value “gbest”. The speeds and positions are 

changed with these newly assigned values. The swarm 

particle matrix’s size is n×D. n is the number of particles as 

shown in (2): 

𝑋11 ⋯ 𝑋1𝐷

⋮ ⋱ ⋮
𝑋𝑛1 … 𝑋𝑛𝐷

    (2) 

Particle updates speed and position respectively according to 

(3) and (4). 

𝑉𝑖
𝑘+1 = 𝑉𝑖

𝑘 + 𝑐1 ∗ 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑1
𝑘(𝑝𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖

𝑘 − 𝑥𝑖
𝑘) + 𝑐2 ∗

𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑2
𝑘(𝑔𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑘 − 𝑥𝑖

𝑘)    (3) 

𝑥𝑖
𝑘+1 = 𝑥𝑖

𝑘 + 𝑉𝑖
𝑘+1    (4) 
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It is possible to show the described above in a figure. Figure 

2 shows the working principles of the PSO. 

 
Fig. 2. Working principle of particle swarm optimization [15] 

The train trip optimization is a typical multi-constrained and 

nonlinear optimization problem [16]. PSO Method was 

chosen in this study because it can easily meet these 

optimization problem demands. 

3. Result and Discussion 

This study aims to define a time-dependent speed 

optimization problem. Moreover, braking speed (Vfr) is 

searched that satisfies the optimum speed (Vop). The distance 

equations for the four different regimes are given by 

Equations (5)-(8): 

𝑋1 =
𝑉𝑜𝑝(t1−t0)

2
    (5) 

𝑋2 = 𝑉𝑜𝑝(t2 − t1)   (6) 

𝑋3 =
(𝑉𝑜𝑝−𝑉𝑓𝑟)(t3−t2)

2
+ 𝑉𝑓𝑟(t3 − t2) (7) 

𝑋4 =
𝑉𝑓𝑟(t4−t3)

2
    (8) 

The total distance that is accomplished during the trip can be 

expressed as in (9). 

X = 𝑋1 + 𝑋2 + 𝑋3 + 𝑋4   (9) 

If t0 is taken as 0, then Equation (9) can be simplified as in 

Equation (10).  

X =
𝑉𝑜𝑝

2
(2t3 − t1) +

𝑉𝑓𝑟

2
(t4 − t2)  (10) 

The total distance X is taken as 9000 m and the duration of 

the trip is limited by 600 seconds. By these limitations, 

Equation (10) becomes Equation (11). 

18000 − 𝑉𝑜𝑝(2t3 − t1) − 𝑉𝑓𝑟(600 − t2)=0 (11) 

Equation (11) is transformed to the objective function as 

shown in Equation (12). 

𝑚𝑖𝑛 (𝑉𝑜𝑝 =
𝑉𝑓𝑟(600−𝑡2)−18000

2𝑡3−𝑡1
)  (12) 

The maximum speed of the tram is limited by 20 m/s and the 

braking speed is limited by 13 m/s. These limitations have 

turned our problem into a constrained optimization problem 

with the following constraints. 

Constraints: 

Vfr ≤Vop≤20m/s 

0≤Vfr≤13m/s 

t1≤t2≤t3≤600s 

The problem solved by PSO in MATLAB. Figure 3 describes 

the Epoch values of t1, t2, t3, Vfr, and lastly Vop. 

 
Fig. 3. Iterations of t1, t2, t3, Vfr, and Vop by PSO 

The optimum Vop speed is found as 11.5808 m/s only in 4 

iterations by choosing number of particles as 25. The 

conditions that satisfy the optimum speed are found as 

follows: 

Vfr=11.53 m/s 

t1=11 s  

t2=211 s 

t3=589 s 

The spent time for each iteration is given by Figure 4. 

According to Figure-4, the total spent time for first four 

iterations is 20.8 milliseconds and the maximum spent time 

is seen in second iteration as 7.3063 milliseconds.  

For comparison, the same problem is solved by MATLAB’s 

own constrained nonlinear multivariable problem solver 

(fmincon). The obtained results are found as shown in Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 4. Spent time for each iteration of PSO 

 
Fig.5. Iterations of Vop and step size of each iteration by fmincon 

The optimum Vop speed is found as 11.5410 m/s in 35 

iterations. Although the ultimate optimum Vop is less than the 

result found by PSO, the Vop of fmincon found at its 4th, 10th 

and 20th iterations are 19.948 m/s, 15.8637 m/s and 12.9533 

m/s respectively, which are worse than the solution of PSO. 

The conditions that satisfy the optimum speed found by 

fmincon are as follows: 

Vfr=11.531 m/s 

t1=10 s  

t2=210 s 

t3=590 s 

The total spent time for 35 iterations of fmincon is 259.6 

milliseconds, which is approximately 13 times of the total 

spent time by PSO, and the maximum spent time is seen at 

12th iteration as 172.092 milliseconds, which is 

approximately 23.5 times of maximum spent time in a single 

iteration of PSO. These results prove that PSO has less 

computational complexity than fmincon. 

4. Conclusion 

To minimize the Vop, it is necessary to take the ending point 

of costing phase (t3) as close as possible to the upper limit of 

itself, where the starting and ending points of the cruising 

phase should be as close to the lower limit of them. 

Experiments with PSO also have proven this situation.  

Besides, Vop itself is an upper constraint for the Vfr in the 

problem. This situation turns the defined optimization 

problem into a recursive problem and requires sequential 

search steps for the optimum solution repeatedly according 

to suitability of the variable upper constraint of Vfr. In this 

study, the requirement of Vfr to be smaller than Vop can be 

achieved only when the upper limit of Vfr was determined as 

13 m / s. However, this is a subject open to development that 

will require further work on it. 

The optimum Vop speed is found as 11.5808 m/s only in 4 

iterations by choosing number of particles as 25 for PSO. 

This method can obtain Vop speed between 3 and 4 epochs 

with 25 number of particles in different experiments. The 

total spent time for first four iterations is 20.8 milliseconds 

and the maximum spent time is seen in second iteration as 

7.3063 milliseconds.  

The same problem is also solved by Fmincon. The optimum 

Vop speed is found as 11.5410 m/s in 35 iterations. Although 

the ultimate optimum Vop is less than the result found by 

PSO, the Vop of fmincon found at its 4th, 10th and 20th 

iterations are 19.948 m/s, 15.8637 m/s and 12.9533 m/s 

respectively, which are worse than the solution of PSO. The 

total spent time for 35 iterations of fmincon is 259.6 

milliseconds, which is approximately 13 times of the total 

spent time by PSO, and the maximum spent time is seen at 

12th iteration as 172.092 milliseconds, which is 

approximately 23.5 times of maximum spent time in a single 

iteration of PSO. By the conclusion, it can be said that the 

optimum speed can be reached and thus the braking force will 

be minimized by keeping the acceleration, cruising, and full 

braking phases as short as possible and keeping the coasting 

phase as long as possible. In future studies, the Resistance 

equation specified in Equation 1 can be directly considered 

as an optimization problem instead of speed. The constraints 

defined for the variables t1, t2 and t3 can be improved. Finally, 

as we have already mentioned, the PSO, Fmincon and other 

optimization models can be developed for this problem by 

including new approaches to solve the situation of Vop itself 

constraining Vfr. Based on these results, innovative driving 

warning systems can also be developed. 
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